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NDIS Support Pricing Policy
Scope
This policy applies to Brook RED employees.
Purpose
To set out Brook RED’s approach to pricing the supports we provide under the National
Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).
Principles
Brook RED are committed to pricing fairness and transparency for the people we provide
NDIS support to while at the same time understanding that our viability as a going concern
and, thus, our ability to provide ongoing and high quality supports relies on pricing
appropriately from a business perspective.
Policy
1. Brook RED will only provide NDIS supports which, in its absolute discretion, are priced
at a rate which allows us to:
 recruit, pay, train, and supervise our staff appropriately to deliver a high quality
and responsive supports,
 recoup the costs of administration and oversight required to deliver the
supports, and
 retain an acceptable margin as profit.
2. For Support Coordination (including Coordination of Supports), Community and Social
supports, and Short-term Accommodation supports, Brook RED will price at the price
controlled rates set out by the NDIS in its Price Guide and Support Catalogue.
3. For Supported Independent Living (SIL) supports, Brook RED will prepare, submit, and
negotiate a quote for supports required by the National Disability Insurance Agency.
The roster of support and goals outlined in the quote will be developed in collaboration
with the people who we support (and, as appropriate, their families or substitute
decision makers). The General Manager and/or Business Services Manager are
responsible for preparation and negation of SIL quotes.
4. For transportation supports, Brook RED will negotiate independently with the people
who we support (and, as appropriate, their families or substitute decision makers) to
identify a sustainable pricing and delivery approach that is most appropriate for the
individual.
References
NDIS Price Guide and Supports Catalogue
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The General Manager has overall responsibility for this policy. If there are any questions
regarding this policy, please direct these to the Business Services Manager or General
Manager.
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